Abstract We show how the general features of the electronic structure of the Fe-based high-Tc superconductors are a natural setting for a selective localization of the conduction electrons to arise. Slave-spin and Dynamical mean-field calculations support this picture and allow for a comparison of the magnetic properties with experiments.
The two classes of materials share indeed several features among which we may quote the structure, which is quite similar, with FeAs layers playing a similar role of CuO planes, and the observation that in both cases superconductivity appears doping a magnetically ordered parent compound, and follows a dome behavior as a function of doping.
An important different lies in the nature of the parent compound. In the cuprates the half-filled system is an insulator which is usually considered a Mott insulator, testifying the central role of electron correlations (Even if it has been recently proposed that the degree of correlation can be smaller than usually believed [2] ). The undoped pnictides are instead still metallic, despite the magnetic ordering, suggesting a weaker degree of electronic correlations. The actual strength of correlation in pnictides is lively debated: while there is no obvious reason to invoke correlation as the key player in the game as it happens in cuprates, it has been proposed that these compounds are actually close to a Mott transition [3] .
Another peculiarity of pnictides is that, according to density-functional theory calculations, all the five d-bands of iron are relevant as opposed to the single copper band of the cuprates. Multiple bands crossing the Fermi level are confirmed by angular resolved photoemission. The relevance of multiband effects can solve the discrepancy between different estimates of the role of correlations. Indeed electron correlation can induce a much richer physics in multiband systems with respect to single band. In particular, different bands can be affected differently by correlations, and eventually one can have an orbital-selective Mott transition (OSMT), in which some bands become insulating and others are metallic. Signatures of an orbitalselective behavior have been detected by angle-resolved photoemission [4] , where all the bands are quite renormalized with respect to density-functional calculations, and the ones lying closest to the Fermi level have a significantly stronger renormalization. An indication of an orbital-selective physics is also provided by the magnetic response, which seems to be constituted by a metallic component (Pauli behavior) and a component associated to local moments (Curie susceptibility), as if two different kind of carriers are present[5].
2 The mechanism: selective localization triggered by band degeneracy lifting
In a recent paper [6] we have outlined a mechanism for the Orbital-selective Mott transition, which is possibly the most likely to be found in nature, and in particular in the pnictides.
This reposes on the different kinetic energy of electrons lying in manifolds of bands of unequal degeneracy. In general, even if the bandwidths are equal, the higher the degeneracy, the higher the kinetic energy content. Thus, in case of reasonably decoupled manifolds, intermediate interactions can localize only the less mobile electrons, while the more mobile ones remain itinerant.
The necessary conditions for this to be realized are thus a suitable splitting of the conduction bands due to the crystal field, and a sizeable Hund's exchange coupling which suppresses the orbital fluctuations and hence decouples the manifolds.
Indeed it is well known that manifolds of degenerate atomic orbitals are often split in energy by the anisotropy of the Crystal field. Distortions of the ionic structure lower the point group symmetry of the crystal and this changes the Madelung energy of the orbitals oriented along different directions. A typical example is the splitting, induced by tetragonal distortions, of the five d-obitals that generate the conduction bands in transition-metal oxydes in two groups, t 2g and e g , respectively of three and two bands.
We also know from the study of the multi-orbital Hubbard model that Mott insulating phases can arise at large interaction strength for any integer filling [7, 8] and it is now clear [9, 10, 11, 12] that the critical interaction strength U c for the Mott transition is in general larger for manifolds of a larger number of bands (e.g. in the SU(N)-orbital Hubbard model it scales with N at large N, while the critical value for the closing of the gap scales with √ N .) due to the increased kinetic energy of electrons lying in degenerate bands.
We analyzed a model in which 4 electrons per site populate three degenerate bands which are split by the crystal field as depicted in Fig. 1 and found that the OSMT is realized for a large range of the parameter space U − ∆ (interaction strength -crystal field splitting) if the Hund's coupling J is higher than a critical value. Fig. 1 Sketch of the band structure and splitting that allows the new OSMT mechanism to apply. The three band-model realization was studied in Ref. [6] . In this paper we generalize it to the case relevant for the pnictides: 6 electrons in 5 bands. For simplicity we study the case in which one band is lifted and the remaining 4 stay degenerate.
In practice when J is large enough to suppress the orbital fluctuations, a gap due to U can open in the lifted band, such that the chemical potential falls within it and this band is half-filled. This, and the related localization can happen for the whole range of the crystal field that shifts the gapped band until the chemical potential hits one of the borders of the gap.
Towards a realistic model for iron pnictides: 6 electrons in 5 bands
Here we generalize the study performed in Ref. [6] by investigating the realization of the OSMT by the same mechanism, within a more appropriate (albeit still rather caricatured) model for Iron Pnictides.
Indeed the case relevant for Pnictides [13, 14] , 6 electrons in 5 bands, is even more favorable than the previous one of 4 electrons in 3 bands, since it is closer to global half-filling. Thus an even smaller crystal field splitting can drive the top band to half-filling and to localization.
The crystal field in these compounds is estimated to split the orbitals by putting the xy 130 meV above the degenerate xy and yz, that are in turn 160meV above the 3z 2 −r 2 and 220meV above the x 2 −y 2 . The Hund's coupling is estimated of the order of 0.35 ∼ 0.7 eV while the bandwidth is W ∼ 3eV and U ∼ 4eV .
This situation is ideal for our mechanism to apply, since the upper band is likely to be driven towards halffilling by the crystal field and the U/W value is just about what is needed for a single band to be localized by correlations. The top band is relatively close in energy to the doublet but this, even if its population reduced from 6/5 by the crystal field, has larger critical U because of its degeneracy, certainly above the realistic value of the Coulomb repulsion in these materials. The other bands are pushed at still lower energies and will probably be populated by more than 6/5 particles. We did not enter in the realistic calculation with all the details of the crystal field splitting, this is left for further work. We only show here (figure 2) the phase diagram of the system with four degenerate bands and one lifted by the crystal field in the (1,5) populated phase. It is easy to see that as predicted the OSMP is more easy to trigger than in the previous case (Fig. 1 of Ref. [6] ) due to the increased proximity to half-filling. Indeed a smaller critical J is found and also a smaller crystal field is enough to enter the OSMP.
We also notice that within our naive model and crude approximation the values estimated for the local interaction in the pnictides (U ∼ 2.7D, J/U ∼ 0.1 ÷ 0.2) fall very close to the border of the OSMT. In this regime, even if the zero-temperature transition has not happened yet, the renormalization of the electronic properties differs very strongly between the bands, the almost localized one having a very low coherence temperature compared to the others. Thus even if pnictides are not strictly in the zone of the phase diagram showing a selectively localized ground state (and even this has to be confirmed by more accurate methods in more realistic models), most probably they lie in a regime of selective localization at finite temperature.
Magnetic properties and comparison with experiments
A key quantity for the individuation of the OSMT in materials is the local spin susceptibility χ loc . Indeed while the itinerant electrons will dominate the transport properties, the presence of a localized component will show up, thanks to the magnetic moments that form.
Dynamical mean-field theory allows a reliable calculation of this quantity. However the 5-band model under examination here requires a tremendous numerical effort to be tackled reliably by this technique. Here we just want to show some general features of the local magnetic susceptibility of a selectively localized phase, namely the dependence of the size of the local moment on the Hund's coupling J. In Fig.3 we show this dependence in a much simpler model, paradigmatic for the OSMT, of two bands with different bandwidth (W 2 = 0.15W 1 ), in which the narrower one gets localized by correlations while the wider one remains itinerant. When a band gets localized the susceptibility goes from a Pauli-like to a Curie-like behaviour indicating the formation of free moments. As expected for an OSMT in Fig. 3 one sees a two stage saturation of the χ loc signaling the partial localization followed by the complete Mott insulating state with magnetic moments corresponding to the high-spin atomic state.
One could naively expects that the value at which the χ loc saturates upon entering the selective phase be the one for a local S = 1/2 moment. However the free moments in the OSMP are coupled to the itinerant electrons by the exchange interaction. As a result we see that in this phase the magnetic susceptibility shows a Curie component but the value of the magnetic moment of the localized electrons is enhanced by the presence of the itinerant electrons. Indeed the Hund's coupling ferromagnetic correlation between the on-site spin in the different orbitals induces a local moment in the itinerant bands. The value of the total effective moment is thus larger than the simple one of the localized component and grows with J.
Indeed this can be shown by very simple arguments using the effective model for the OSMP introduced in [17] . In this simplified picture of the OSMP one can show that the local magnetic susceptibility has the form
where χ it is the local susceptibility of the itinerant part (still Pauli-like) and M it (H) is the magnetic moment induced by a local field H in the itinerant component. A detailed comparison between experimental results for the magnetic response and a more realistic calculation based on the combination of many-body approaches and realistic bandstructure is the natural extension of the present analysis. It is worth noting that through a similar comparison one could obtain an accurate estimate for an otherwise elusive quantity, the Hund's interaction J.
In this paper we have discussed the possibility of an orbital-selective Mott transition in a five-band model which is a backbone description of the electronic structure of the pnictides. We found a realization of the transition proposed in Ref. [6] , where the OSMT is determined by the lifting of the orbital degeneracy due to a (reasonably small) crystal field splitting. The relevance of band-selective properties in multiband superconductivity has been indeed proposed in the context of the cuprates [18] and pnictides [19] 
